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Virginia Bankruptcy Court Ruling Underscores the Importance of Giving Thought to the
Form of Business You Choose To Operate Under
A provision of the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005,
which took effect on October 17, 2005, can have a large impact on what forms of
businesses are preferable to operate. The act requires and individual to seek credit
counseling before they qualify as a “debtor” and are therefore eligible for bankruptcy
protection. This requirement also applies to bankruptcies that are filed by sole
proprietors seeking relief from business debts. However, the requirement does not
apply to bankruptcies filed by “artificial” entities such as corporations or LLC’s. In the
Virginia Case, Timothy C. Watson filed an individual chapter 11 as he was facing
eviction from his business premise. Watson filed in his individual capacity citing that he
had obtained the lease as a sole proprietor. The court denied his petition citing that he
failed to obtain the required credit counseling as required by the statute. Watson
appealed claiming that the statute was unconstitutional because it denied him equal
protection because he chose to operate as a sole proprietor instead as a corporation or
LLC. The court disagreed citing that many state laws allow single member LLC’s or
single shareholder/director corporations, and that congress’s decision to exempt
“artificial” entities such as corporations and LLC’s from the credit counseling
requirement had a rational basis and was therefore constitutional. This is yet another
reason why forming a corporation or LLC to operate a business is a good idea and can
provide some extra advantages over operating as a sole proprietor. For more
information on the different types of entities available to run a business in Colorado
check out the discussion on our website at http://lldlaw.com/ColoradoBusinessEntities.html
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Anyone with questions concerning any of the topics addressed in this article are suggested to seek
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